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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to specify and estimate a Constrained Multinomial Logit 
model with dominance variables. Estimation results will be compared with a simple Multinomial 
Logit model including dominance variables as well. 
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1. Introduction 
Random utility models are widely used to analyze choice behaviour and predict choices among 
discrete alternatives in a given set. These models are based on the assumption that an individual’s 
preference for the available alternatives can be described with a utility function and that the 
individual selects the alternative with the highest utility (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). The 
traditional formulation of logit models applied to transport demand assumes compensatory 
(indirect) utilities based on the trade-off between attributes. Some authors have criticized this 
approach because it fails to recognize attribute thresholds in consumers’ behavior, as for example 
the process of elimination-by-aspects (EBA), or a more generic feasible choices domain where such 
compensatory strategy is contained.  
A different strategy has been proposed by Cascetta and Papola (2001) and Martinez et al. (2005), 
which makes those choice alternatives out of the feasible domain available but undesirable. This 
approach has the advantage that the model is applied to the entire set of choices, thus gaining on 
efficiency by avoiding the explicit identification of choice sets for every individual, and secondly, 
obtaining a model with better properties for the calculation of equilibrium or optimum conditions 
(see Martinez et al., 2006) . Based on this approach, in this paper the Constrained Multinomial 
Logit (CMNL) model will be specified, combining the multinomial logit model with a binomial 
logit factor that represents soft cut-offs.  
 
2. The methodology 
Under the principle of rationality, some alternatives may not be considered because they are 
dominated by another alternative.  
Dominance effects can be implemented by variables in the utility function, defined by combining 
the rules defined by Cascetta and Papola (2005) and Cascetta et al. (2007), which generate 
dominance values that will be assigned to each alternative.  
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In this paper a different method is introduced using cut-off factors, instead of assigning dominance 
values to alternatives. These cut-off factors will represent the probability of an alternative for being 
dominated by other alternatives. 
The proposed approach is applied using the revealed preference survey conducted in 2005 in the 
canton of Zurich in Switzerland, covering the mobility and moving biography of the respondents.  
In Cascetta et. al. (2007) the residential location model was specified as a Multinomial Logit 
(MNL) model using the following linear utility function:  
*
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where Xdn are the values of the compensatory utility variables in zone d and Ydk  are the dominance 
variables on zone d; αn and βk are the respective parameters; I, N and K are, respectively, the sets of 
zones (residential location options), utility variables and dominance variables. The last one is the 
random term assumed distributed identically and independently distributed Gumbel. Then the 
location choice multinomial logit model is:    
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Applying the cut-off method proposed by Martinez et al. (2005) and the dominance variables 
proposed by Cascetta et al. (2007), the CMNL model is specified.  
The following cut-off factor is defined: 
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where Yk is the cut-off level, or the level of dominance above which location choices become 
irrelevant so they are detracted or ignored from the choice set, or equivalently, their individuals 
utility is so low or negative that these locations are not considered by the individual. The cut-off 
function (4) can be interpreted as a binomial logit model where the alternatives options are if those 
alternatives that violate the maximum dominance level are included or not in the choice set.  
Then the utility function is defined as: 
1 ln ( )d d d l dl dkl L k KU V X Yα φμ∈ ∈= + Φ = +∑ ∑                        (4) 
 
If any of the K criterion for dominance takes a value Ydk≥Yk, then the cut-off tends to zero and the 
utility falls to minus infinity, thus making the location option irrelevant although still feasible.  
The CMNL model will be calibrated (Bierlaire, 2007) by estimating the set of parameters   that best 
fits the available sample of the observed residential choices. The calibration procedure starts 
defining the level of disaggregation of the model and parameter estimates. The most disaggregate 
level considers the estimation of the following parameter’s vector , ,( , , )nl nk nk n N l L k Kα ω ρ ∈ ∈ ∈ , which 
includes specific parameters for each individuals socioeconomic category n, compensating utility 
variables l, and for each variable cut-off k. This definition is highly dependent on the available data. 
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